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Listen to life's quiet moments
Quiet. Silence. Stillness.
Rest with these ideas for a few
moments. What do they mean to you?
Are they attractive concepts, ones that
vou like a great deal and are able to
enjoy from time to time?
Or are they rather forbidding realities,
the experience of which leaves you feeling uncomfortable?
The question interests me in light of
dates for the sacrament, I knew that the
two recent experiences, Both, in differceremony would take some time.
ent ways, got me thinking about what
For that reason I encouraged the great
silence and peace and stillness might
number of individuals in the congregamean to us.
tion to enjoy die sights and sounds of
The first experience was being in the
die evening.
presence of a young mother who was
I also suggested some questions and
busily engaged in the care of her two
themes for prayer that I thought might
very young children.
help them to cope with the heat of the
I was with them for only a matter of
evening and to enter into the spirit of
hours, but even in that very short time,
die celebration.
became aware of just how demanding
those two beautiful children could be of . They most certainly entered into the
their mother.
spirit of die evening. No doubt about
that. The people sang and prayed with
The children were not misbehaving at
fervor. Their love and support of the
all. They were just full of energy and in
candidates was obvious.
constant motion. As I observed this
young family I admired the energy,
What was also notable to me was how
patience and affectionate care the mothquickly the peaceful and prayerful quiet
er lavished on the two little ones.
to which I had tried to call them gave
way to widespread conversation.
And I wondered if this very active parent ever longed for quiet, private
While it was mildly distracting to me,
moments. And if she does, how does she
I did not judge the conversation to be
ever manage to enjoy them?
disrespectful to the occasion or irreverent. I understood it, in part, to be a way
A second experience I think of was a
in which the folks coped with the heat of
most enjoyable celebration of confirmathe
evening and the length of the celetion at which I presided recently.
r
bration.
Because of the large number of candi-
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Use your wiU to decide what
kind ot world vou want your
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care tor causes dot reflect
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But I also wondered if the general
shift to conversation among those present was a sign that moments of silence,
quiet and stillness are less and less a part
of our lives. And, if we do experience
such moments only rarely, is that good,
bad or of little importance one way or
another?
My opinion — perhaps a reflection of
my own needs and personality — is that

we are the poorer when we lose a taste
for silence, quiet and stillness.
I say that because I think it is important in our complex, fast-moving, often
noisy world to have moments of peace
and quiet. Moments when we stop and
listen and rest. Times when we reflect
on what is happening in our lives and on
what it all means. Occasions when we
relate all of that to our great goals and
the dreams of our hearts.
What is your thought about such
things? Do you value moments of quiet
and silence and stillness in your life?
Why? Do you have sufficient opportunity to meet your need for this value?
If you do, how do you manage it? If
you do not, what would identify as external factors that make it difficult for you?
How might you make the changes that
would allow you to enjoy such opportunities?
If such themes are of interest to you, I
hope that the weeks of summer allow
you some special opportunities to reflect
on them.
Peace to all.

Congratulations to Courier graphic artist Zoe Woodruff
andJeff Moves on their marriage June 14,1997.
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NOW RENTING
Apartments for
Independent Seniors
Featuring 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
with Priority Access to Adjoining
Health Care
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